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Abstract-Semantic Segmentation is widely used 

in Home Automation, medical, seismic 

imaging,surgery planning,satellite imagery 

analysis, Machine vision etc. Semantic 

Segmentation classifies every pixel of the image 

to individual classes. Marinepredator’s 

algorithm is the nature-inspired metaheuristic 

algorithm which inspired us to use for semantic 

segmentation towards agricultural 

products.Thispaper analyses various algorithms 

for segmentation and for comparing  the pros 

and cons of various algorithms.Marine 

predator’s algorithm has been finalized for 

semantic segmentation towards agricultural 

products. 

Keywords:Semantic segmentation, Marine 

predator’s algorithm, Surgery Planning, Seismic 

imaging and Metaheuristic Algorithm. 

                        I.    INTRODUCTION 

A.  Semantic Segmentation 

 

Semantic segmentation involves the process 

ofdetermining each pixel in a selected image. 

Image segmentation is also called semantic 

segmentation. In image segmentation the digital 

image is considered and multiple segments in that 

digital image is represented.The main goal of this 

segmentation is to cut down ormodify the rendering 

of images, this technique is useful for tracking 

down the object and lines or curves in the image. In 

this image segmentation every pixel collectively 

covers the entire image, each pixel in the image is 

similar with respect to some of the characteristics 

likeintensity,colour,texture. 

        In Semantic segmentation process to provide a 

higher level of understanding of the image we use  

 

 

algorithms to figure out the objects which is a part  

of the image. The main significance of image 

segmentation in agricultural field is to differentiate 

between the crops and weeds in a single image. 

Amongst many techniques that can be used for 

segmentation process, Two such techniques used in 

agricultural fields are K- means and super-pixels 

methods. Nature- inspired metaheuristic 

algorithmsamalgamated with Semantic 

segmentation is based on the principle of “Survival 

of the fittest”, that explains how predators choose a 

strategy to maximize their encounter rates with the 

prey in the environment. For example, marine 



predators like marlins, tunas and swordfish 

exhibiting levy-like behaviour while searching for 

their prey.  

 

B.     Agricultural Products 

In precision agriculture, the precise segmentation of 

crops and weeds has always been the 

focusinagronomic-imaging.Even after proposing 

several techniques, clean and sharp segmentation of 

crops and weeds is still a demanding topic. By 

using k-means and semantic segmentation we can 

reduce the complexity. 

Forthesegmentationalgorithms, agronomic images 

from two distinct databases were utilized. 

Segmentation of different types of soils, seeds, 

weeds and crops can be done using semantic 

segmentation. In agriculture finding the problem 

and diseases of the plants needs to be taken care 

because crop production and income will vary 

based on the condition of the plant[1][2]. 

Segmentation helps us in finding the different seeds 

and unwanted plants or weeds in the crop[3]. 

 

II.EXISTING ALGORITHMS 

A.  Krill Herd Algorithm 

Krill Herd algorithm, also known as KH 

algorithmis a nature inspired meta-heuristic 

algorithm established on duplicating the herding 

demeanour of krill creatures[7]. Main 3 factors of 

Krill individuals are  

1. Motion produced by other creatures 

2. Foraging Ventures 

3. Random Dissemination[31] 

 
Fig. 1   An image depicting the flow of various steps 

of Krill Herd Algorithm 

 

B.  Cuckoo Algorithm 

Cuckoo search algorithm is a recently developed 

meta-heuristic optimization algorithmis used for 

solving optimization problems. It isbased on brood 

parameters of some cuckoo species along with the 

levy random walks[4]. 

This algorithm explains how some species of 

cuckoos such as Ani and Guira cuckoos lay their 

eggs in the nests of other birds and remove other 

eggs to improve their chances of hatching their 

eggs[5].  



 

Fig. 2   Flowchart of Cuckoo Algorithm 

C. Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm can 

efficiently optimize non-linear and 

multidimensional issues by providing great 

solutions while needing the slightest 

parameterization[6]. The fundamental notion of this 

algorithm is to design a swarm of particles that 

travels in the space (the problem space) looking for 

a place that matches their requirements provided by 

a fitness function.[32][33][34] Two major ideas 

behind its optimization properties are: 

a) A single particle (that could be perceived 

as a solution to the issue) can decide the 

suitability of its current location. The 

particle is benefitted from its problem 

space knowledge and from the knowledge 

gained and provided by different 

particles[35]. 

b) Particles travel through unspecified 

problem space regions due to a stochastic 

factor in each of their velocities. This 

property incorporated with a suitable 

initial distribution of the swarm paves way 

for a suitable exploration of the problem 

space and provides good chances of 

achieving the finest solutions deftly[36]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3  The primitive principle of swarm optimization 

draws inspiration in preceding trials at reproducing 

perceived behaviours of animals in their natural 

habitat similar to bird flocking and fish schooling 

depicted in the above images respectively. 

 

 
FIG 4 .PSO FLOWCHART 

 

 

D.   K-means Clustering Algorithm  

K-means clustering algorithm works the principle 

of minimizing the distance between the object in 

the image to the cluster centroid[37][38]. In k-

means algorithm the image resolution will be X*Y 

and K will the number of clusters. P(X,Y) is 

considered as the input pixel and Ck stands for the 

centers of the cluster[8][9][10]. The main aim of 

this algorithm is to separate weeds and crops in the 



agricultural fields. The flow chart for the k-means 

algorithm is given below. 

 

FIG  5 .K-means clustering flow chart 

This algorithm can be easily implemented and the 

random selection of the initial cluster affects the 

quality of final output cluster. Finalizing initial 

cluster will give varying answers for various initial 

centers[11]. Based on the initial center we can 

acquire the desired segmentation of the input pixels 

provided. The complexity of this algorithm relies 

on the number of clusters, number of successions 

and number of data elements[12][13]. 

E.   Simple Linear Iterative Clustering Algorithm 

Pixels which depict similar attributes are regarded 

as Super-pixels. These attributes could be colours 

or some different small level attribute such as 

Intensity[14][15]. Super-pixels supply more 

information than single pixels; they give a 

noncognitive meaning since they have some 

resemblance with pixels belonging to the same lot; 

they capture redundancy and minimizes the 

computational expenses particularly in enormous 

images.[28][29][30] They are proven to be 

extremely helpful for image segmentation. Simple 

Linear Iterative Algorithm (SLIC) was introduced 

to produce super-pixels of high quality; super-

pixels that are compact, quick, convenient to use 

and is consistent in shape and size[39][40]. SLIC 

algorithm creates super-pixels by clustering pixels 

according to their colour similitude and vicinity in 

the same plane. A novel distance estimation 

imposes compactness and uniformity in the shape 

of super-pixels and ideally harbours grayscale and 

colour images. SLIC is easy to execute and is 

remarkably more methodical than other techniques 

while generating segmentation of uniform or much 

improved quality as estimated by standard 

boundary recall and under-segmentation error 

estimations[16][17]. 

 

Fig 6.Images segmented by SLIC algorithm into super-pixels of 

sizes 64,256 and 1024 pixels respectively(clockwise from left). 

The super-pixels are compact, consistent in size and fits 

perfectly into the geographical boundaries. 

Fig 7.BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SLIC ALGORITHM 

TABLE 1:COMPARISION OF ALGORITHMS 



 

 

III.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A.   Marine predator’s Algorithm(MPA) 

Marine Predators Algorithm is nature-inspired 

metaheuristictechnique.The foremost intention of 

MPA is to identify theglobal foraging Master 

plans-Levy and Brownian movements in marine 

predators along with absolute encounter rate policy 

in biological cooperation amidst  predators and 

preys[18][19][20].  

 

 

 

FIG 8.REAL LIFE EXAMPLE OF MPA 

• Brownian Motion 

The primary Brownian motion is the time 

dependent technique where step length is 

established from the probability function 

described by Gaussian distribution having 

mean value as 0 and variance equalto 

probability density function  calculated for 

the same according to the values[24][25]. 

 

FIG 9. MECHANISM OF BROWNIAN MOTION 

• Levy Flight 

The term ‘Levy Flight’ devised by ‘Benoit 

Mandelbrot’ is a common behavior 

among marine predators (e.g. sharks, 

marlines) while looking for suitable prey 

in a prey-scarce environment, but while 

foraging in a prey-abundant 

environment,[26][27] the behaviour is 

notably redirected to Brownian motion in 

the same process[21][22][23]. 

 

 

 
FIG 10 .LEVY’S FLIGHT 
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